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EvE-SCOUT VOTE OF CONFIDENCE REGARDING UPWELL RESPONSE TO SECURITY AND
MANAGEMENT CONCERNS; RESEARCH COMPONENTS TO BE RELEASED

!

In response to Upwell Consortium’s Lee Brinalle statements in a press conference today, Eve Scout, Signal Cartel’s
Director of Special Research, made the following announcement:
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“Our capsuleers have been tirelessly collecting Research Components since their role in Upwell’s prototype citadel
construction became known. We have amassed a vast inventory since expressing our concerns about Upwell’s site
security and management concerns, deciding to withhold them until our concerns were addressed, and offering other
capsuleers who shared our concerns an alternative deposit service (see Press Release dated YC 118.01.27).
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“Given our organization’s numbers, we realize that Upwell’s concerns about the size of our inventory may have in part
prompted today’s press conference. Progress reports shared by Upwell show that they have achieved approximately
65% of their stated Research Component acquisition objectives at the time of this announcement.
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“We realize that withholding our inventory may negatively impact Upwell’s goals and affect the roll-out of citadel
technology and other associated rewards. After due consideration of both the confidence-inspiring results of our own
research and Ms. Brinalle’s statements, EvE-Scout Enclave’s concerns about Upwell’s ability to responsibly handle these
Research Components have been generally mitigated. In the spirit of open communication and cooperation, we have
instructed our quartermasters to consolidate our inventory. I will begin contracting that inventory to Ms. Brinalle today.
Time is short and it is our hope that those transfers will provide Upwell with significant progress toward their stated
goals for the citadel research effort.
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“Meanwhile, capsuleers can continue to entrust us with their Research Components through YC 118.02.08. We will
make best efforts to bundle them with our shipments. ALL contributions of Research Components to our alternative
deposit service by capsuleers outside our alliance will be in the running for distribution of our private 6-PLEX fund that
will occur on YC 118.02.09.”
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More information can be found at www.eve-scout.com.
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